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			Mem,
Don’t 		
		Mess 		
with the 			
m
		Cook!
European families in colonial Singapore had a retinue
of servants – cook, chauffeur, nanny, gardener and
houseboy – but this did not guarantee a life of ease,
as Janice Loo tells us.

Janice Loo is an Associate Librarian at the National Library, Singapore. Her responsibilities
include collection management and content development as well as research and reference
assistance on topics relating to Singapore and Southeast Asia.
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It was not unusual for European households to have more than a dozen servants: a houseboy (“Boy”), a
syce or chauffeur, a gardener (kebun), a washerman (dhoby) and a nanny (amah). Most of these positions
were held by men, except the amah. Photo by G. R. Lambert & Co. Fotoalbum Singapur (1890). All rights
reserved, National Library Board, Singapore.

ments in living conditions made the prospect of travel and residence in Malaya less
daunting. While a fraction of the European
female population comprised single women
who were engaged in teaching, missionary
or medical work, the majority were wives
of men in government service and those
engaged in private enterprise.3
As homemakers and mothers, mems
were crucial to the re-creation of domestic
and social life in colonial settings. These
women were regarded as a civilising influence on a community that, in the words of
E. M. M., writing in The Singapore Free
Press and Mercantile Advertiser, “consisted
almost entirely of men, whose ideas of
household management and the running of
their homes were in most cases nil.”4 Seen
from a larger perspective, the domestic
role of European women in the colonies
carried a political significance: by upholding the standards of Western domesticity,
mems maintained the collective identity
and prestige of the ruling elite, thereby
reinforcing the divide between the subject
races and their colonial masters.5
The availability of domestic help
meant that the mem did not so much keep
house as oversee its upkeep.6 European
families engaged a minimum of three and
often more than six servants, comprising a
houseboy (“Boy”), a water-carrier (tukang
air), a cook (“Cookie”), a syce or chauffeur,
a gardener (kebun), a washerman (dhoby)
and a nanny (amah) to look after the chil-

Malay Police Constable no. 623 was on
duty at Anson Road on the afternoon of
21 February 1907 when a European lady
with a bloodied nose appeared, dragging a
Chinaman firmly by his queue. Mrs Muddit
had been attacked by her Hainanese cook,
Lim Ah Kwi, and she was not about to let
him get away.
The nex t morning, Ah Kwi was
brought before the magistr ate and
charged with using criminal force on his
employer. The furious Mrs Muddit alleged
that the cook had defied her orders and
wanted to do as he pleased with the dinner
menu (how dare he!). Indignant at being
rebuked, Ah Kwi brandished a knife at his
mistress before striking her on the face
with a piece of wood.1
Mrs Muddit was far from alone in her
troubles for the management of domestic
servants was an everyday ordeal for the
European wife, or memsahib 2 (often truncated as mem), in Singapore and Malaya.

Arrival of the Mems
European women began arriving in larger
numbers from 1910 onwards as improve-
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dren.7 These positions were typically held
by men, with the exception of the amah.
Chinese male immigrants from
Hainan dominated the domestic services,
forming some 90 percent of servants in
European households. 8 Nevertheless,
there existed a degree of occupational
specialisation along racial lines as a British
resident in the 1930s notes: “Cookie and
Boy are usually Chinese. The Kaboon [sic]
is almost invariably a Tamil…the Sais [sic],
or chauffeur… is usually a Malay.”9
In the absence of plumbing, gas stoves,
electricity and other modern amenities,
housework was a primitive and strenuous affair made even more irksome in the
sweltering heat. The presence of servants
in the home was absolutely essential to the
well-being and status of the European community, as one mem pointed out, “doing all
the cooking [and by association other chores]
involves not only a loss of prestige but loss
of looks and health in the long run.”10
Such views created the impression
that all mems were idle, having “nothing
to do all day except to seek amusement”11
or at best, “only one duty, to have an
interview with Cookie once a day.” Yet the
management of servants was viewed as
a formidable task in itself, judging by the
slew of complaints, tips, comments and
advice from white women (and men) on
the subject. Among the servants, the cook
represented the biggest challenge to the
mem’s authority – he occupies “the head

of the hierarchy… presides in the kitchen,
does the marketing, keeps order amongst
the servants, and occasionally consults his
mistress, the Mem, on matters of policy.
He is the household tyrant...”12

Beware the Servant
“Chinese are excellent domestic servants.
They are sober, industrious, methodical,
and attentive to their duties,”13 writes J.
D. Vaughan in The Manners and Customs
of the Chinese in the Straits Settlements
(1879). Although the Hainanese were
“in every way the men best adapted for
domestic service”,14 grievances against
their alleged insolence, dishonesty, and
the incompetence of cooks and houseboys
were regularly aired in the press and
other literature.
The hiring process was fraught with
uncertainty as employers lacked the means
to verify the character and employment
history of prospective servants. Written
testimonies were often unreliable, as the
following account published in the Singapore
Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser on 3
May 1901 illustrates:
“A few days back, a so-called
cook offered me his services and
on my asking for his testimonials
he produced two letters, signed
by well known names of former
residents, long since dead. One

was dated 1883, the second one,
1891… I also asked how long ago
he had left his second master; the
answer was ‘A few months back.’
And each successive lie was uttered
with that superb aplomb which is
such a distinguishing feature of the
latter day Hylam servant. Nor did
he show the least chagrin when I
quietly tore up before him the two
so-called testimonials and gave
him the pieces. ‘Better luck next
time,’ is all he thought about it and,
no doubt, he is by now provided with
new testimonials, quite as genuine
as the old ones.”15
Given the widespread practice of
using borrowed, rented or stolen letters of
recommendation, employers often had no
practical alternative but to take a servant
on trial in order to determine his ability.
This brought the danger of “introducing
into a household an incorrigible thief, who
speedily levies toll on his new employer’s
possessions and then ‘silently fades
away’”. In such a situation, it was virtually impossible to track down the errant
servant for householders rarely knew the
real names of their cook and houseboy.16
A more insidious nuisance was cheating
employers through overcharging, where
the cook would regularly add on a few
cents to each item in his daily marketing
and pocket the difference – “one of those

An engraving of a “Town Market” in Singapore. Cooks in colonial households were invariably Chinese males, and going to the market to buy fresh produce was
part of their early morning chores. All rights reserved, Liu, G. (1999). A Pictorial History 1819–2000. Singapore: National Heritage Board and Editions Didier Millet.

(Above) Portrait of a Chinese amah and a European child, early 1900s. Many European children were brought up by their amahs, or nannies, with whom they often
shared a lasting bond. Courtesy of the National Museum of Singapore, National Heritage Board.
(Above right) A group of European men and their male servants in the 1890s. The Europeans are in sarongs, usually worn at home as they were a cooling and
comfortable attire in Singapore's tropical climate. Boden-Kloss Collection, courtesy of National Archives of Singapore.

long standing customs of the country it
is no longer any good fighting against.”17
The crux of the problem, as the European community saw it, lay in the absence
of regulation that would enforce discipline
and standards as well as check the influence of the Hainanese kongsi, the guild and
secret society that controlled the recruitment of servants. Servants were said to
have no qualms warning their employers
that the kongsi they belonged to would
stop others from working for them. “And
this is no idle threat,” wrote H. B. Roper in
a letter to The Straits Times, “for how many
of us have not been obliged to do without
servants for days, and were candidly told by
those whom we at last managed to secure
that they were in mortal fear of being
beaten by members of the Kongsees.” In
banding together and forming a kongsi, the
servants – in a reversal of roles – “have
completely succeeded in becoming the
masters and dictators of those whom they
are supposed to serve.”18
To the European community, the
sense that they were at the mercy of a
crime syndicate operated by domestic
servants is encapsulated in the following
letter to the press on 1 May 1901:
“… practically the whole bulk of the
male domestic servants in Singapore
are Hailams, and that these very men
therefore presumably constitute the
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rank and file of this Secret Society,
all who are familiar with the troubles
caused by servants – the steady
mysterious leakage of jewellery,
cash, cutlery, under-linen, and minor
domestic articles – the difficulty
of getting new servants, under the
open institution of a boycott – the
constant assumption of false names
and the use of borrowed or forged
characters – must be well aware that
the house-holder is, necessarily, for
want of protection, the passive victim
of organised Hailam exploitation.”19

Protection for Hapless Employers
The many cases of theft and violence committed by servants fuelled public anxiety
such that in July 1886, some 200 European
residents, among them the “heads of the
leading mercantile firms, leading professional men, and proprietors of all the
large hotels and boarding houses, and
the Secretaries of the different important
Clubs,”20 petitioned the Governor of the
Straits Settlements Frederick A. Weld to
introduce registration of domestic servants. The appeal was heard and a bill that
provided for the appointment of Registrars
and a system of registration was drawn
up and passed on 30 December 1886.21
Under the Domestic Servants Registration Ordinance, any person employed

or seeking employment as a servant may
apply – although it was not mandatory
– to the Registrar with his name, age,
nationality, details of previous employments, together with a $1 fee. Once these
requirements were satisfied, the Registrar
would record the information in the Register of Servants and issue the applicant
an official pocket-register containing his
particulars. Householders were encouraged to hire only registered servants and
update the servants’ pocket-registers
upon commencement or termination of
service, and notify the Registrar within
three days. Anyone found guilty of supplying false information or impersonation
was liable to imprisonment for a period
not exceeding three years, or a fine of up
to 10 Straits dollars, or both.22
The ordinance came into force on
1 January 1888 and was repealed on 26
October that very year due to fierce resistance from the Hainanese kongsi.23 As a
result of the strike mounted by the kongsi,
numerous European households “found
themselves servantless, and had to break
up, and migrate to hotels.”24 The registration
proved such a farce that one observer wryly
commented that the Registrar “set idle in his
office, drawing caricatures on his blotting
paper daily and drawing his pay monthly.”25
Employers attributed the failure of the ordinance to its voluntary nature and continued
to press for compulsory registration.
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In an ironic twist, a letter published in
The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile
Advertiser from a reader “Ang Mo Kongsi”
on 19 April 1905 gave the European community a start. The writer claimed that a police
raid on a Hainanese kongsi had unearthed
records of all the Europeans in Singapore
containing information such as the wages
they paid, the amount of work required,
whether they beat the servant, what time
they returned home at night, if they locked
up their possessions and so on – “a sort of
complete ‘Registration of Europeans!’”26
In 1912, The Straits Times polled
600 European employers and found near
unanimous support for the compulsory
registration of servants. While a bill providing for such a measure was passed in 1913,
it was never put into operation.27

“You must follow the mem”, “Go at once”, “I
want the car”, “Call the cook”, “Polish the
floor well”, and “Wait until master comes”.
Peppered with helpful hints to facilitate
communication between mistress and
servant, Wood notes that “Chinese servants speak Malay very badly, owing to their
inability to pronounce certain letters”. For
example, they pronounce “R” as “L” such
that “roti” (bread) becomes “loti”, and
they have difficulty with words beginning
with “D” or “S” so that “dapur” (kitchen)
becomes “lapur” and “stew” is “setu”. The
reader is also apprised of the social norms
and power relations attached to language,
for example, “Tabeh”, a general greeting
that means “Good-day” and “How do you
do?”, was “not used by Europeans unless
a Native has said [it] first”.30

Mem-in-charge

Bad Cooking, Dirty Food

Most European men were relieved to
hand over the management of the household and its trifling frustrations to their
wives. For servants long accustomed to
lax supervision under a male employer,
the arrival of a new mistress, especially
one who took to her domestic duties with
a certain zealousness, spelled trouble.
The mem’s struggle to establish authority was likened to a military campaign, for
“however capable she might have been in
her house at home, [she] had a stiff battle
to fight before she could gather the reins
of her new household’s government into
her own hands.”28
Housekeeping in Malaya was a whole
new ball game. From the outset, it was
clear that a rudimentary knowledge of
the Malay language was indispensable
when communicating with the servants.
Until the mem had familiarised herself
with the basics of the language as well
as housekeeping conditions, one solution
was to employ – through recommendations from friends – experienced servants
who had previously worked for European
families. Although their wages were
higher, they were said to be “well worth
[the] extra expense, in order to enable the
young mistress to feel her feet without
loss of dignity.”29
Phrasebooks such as Maye Wood’s
Malay for Mems came in handy. Published
in 1927 and reprinted well into the 1950s,
the book aimed “to place before newcomers, especially women, the most ordinary
and necessary words and phrases required
in household management.” Written in the
imperative, the book features the “most
useful” and “most generally required”
vocabulary and expressions drawn from
the author’s personal experience, such as:

Aside from their alleged criminal tendencies, another bugbear was the “filthy,
and disgusting methods” 31 of Chinese
servants and the resultant risks to the
health of their employers. The common
advice was “never to enter or look into a
kitchen where food is being prepared by
a Chinaman if you would preserve your
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peace of mind and enjoy your meals.”32
One family discovered that the unappetising odour and taste of the food served by
their cook were “due to everything being
fried in pig-oil, a horrible black oil beloved
of all Chinese servants but which made
one shudder only to look at!”33
Another dreaded aspect was the
prevalence of venereal diseases among
Chinese male servants, giving rise to
fears of contagion from consuming food
prepared by them. The fear found voice in
the following letter from “A Householder”
to the Straits Times on 4 August 1891:
“It is no exaggeration to estimate the
number of diseased cooks and boys
at one in every three, suffering from
the effects of their own conduct…
and by no means scrupulous and
careful, when engaged in cooking
and handling the food of delicate
ladies and European gentlemen…
Let Europeans stop to realise the
dangerously unprotected manner
in which they are living, and there is
little doubt that a strongly indignant
appeal will rouse public attention
a n d e n d in s af e g u a r d in g t h e
interests of the few white men, who

Portraits of Europeans and their servants in Singapore at the turn of the 20th century. The class divide
between local people and their colonial masters is readily apparent in these two images, with the servants,
albeit well groomed and attired, standing beside their seated European employers. Servants were often
included in such commissioned photographs as they were an indication of wealth and status. It was not
uncommon for well-to-do Europeans to send such studio photographs to family and relatives back home.
Photos courtesy of the National Museum of Singapore, National Heritage Board.

Mrs Kinsey to the Rescue
More than a means of self-instruction,
the cookbook was used as a manual to
train the servants and was instrumental
to the mem’s efficient management of the
household. This was why The “Mems”
Own Cookery Book by Mrs W. E. Kinsey
was regarded as a godsend when it was
published in 1920. It consisted of "420 tried
and economical recipes" with additional
information on the market prices of ingredients, the total cost of each dish and
the number of servings, thereby helping
the mistress to “combat the pernicious
policy of the native cooks who not only
overcharge for local commodities, but
generally will not produce them, or attempt to raise non-existent difficulties.”34
A review of the book in The Straits
Times declared: “With this guide at her
elbow… [the new mem] can either prepare herself or instruct “cookie” in a host
of dishes which should do a great deal to
remove the charge of monotony which is
sometimes levelled at food in Malaya.”35
Another popular resource was
The Y.W.C.A. International Cookery
Book of Malaya, which was updated
and republished nine times over three
decades since it made its debut in 1932.
Aside from recipes, the book provides
are compelled to live in a tropical
climate exposed to many many
dangers, not the least of which
centres in the servants on whom
they must depend for food.”38
The mem’s civilising mission included
the training of servants in modern concepts
of hygiene and nutrition. Grouses about the
monotony of the European diet in Malaya
and the dearth of cookery skills among
Chinese cooks provided further justification
for mem’s intervention. One mem laments
in an article – expressing condescension
of the Chinese cook while bemoaning the
white woman’s burden:
“Why do we, in these civilised days,
tolerate the way a Chinese cook
serves any kind of bird?... If left
to his own devices the average
Chinese cook will serve up the same
kind of meals day in day out for all
time. In a bachelor mess where the
occupants cannot spare the time to
deal with cookie this is unavoidable,
but where there is a woman in the
house it is little short of a disgrace...
It is up to the women in Malaya to

guidance on meal planning, tips on buying
local ingredients and other preparatory
steps before the actual cooking. Assessing the second edition from the standpoint
of an older mem who has long grappled
with the question of diet in Malaya, Mrs
K. Savage Bailey writes in The Straits
Times on 1 August 1935 on the book’s
usefulness. She praises, in particular, the
section on local market produce with the
names for each item given in both Malay
and English:
“The young housewife in this country
always finds her greatest difficulty is making
her cook understand what she wants him
to buy in the local market, and as the cook
knows that the unfortunate Mem is badly
handicapped by lack of knowledge as well
as language, he puts on an even [more]
stupid air than nature gave him, and goes
off to market to buy just what he wants to,
and his own price! This article on vegetables will put a stop to that sort of thing, for
each vegetable is carefully named, so that
there can be no excuse that cookie 'did not
understand Mem’s Malay.' ”36
In time to come, it was hoped that
the mem, having acquired the necessary
knowledge, would find it a breeze to direct
the running of the household “with the calm
assurance of one who really knows what
she is talking about”.37
break down these awful “customs
of the country”. If we only take the
trouble to tr y and teach cookie
something of Western ideas and
Western methods we shall not find
him too unintelligent… But we must
have patience and be willing to teach
him, often showing him the same
thing over and over again.”39
The mem was encouraged to acquire
cooking and housekeeping skills so that
she could instruct the cook using practical demonstrations instead of trying to
explain her wishes in halting Malay. On
top of cooking and Malay language classes
at the local Young Women’s Christian
Association (Y.W.C.A.), it was also useful
for the mem to set aside a small room for
use as a private kitchen, where she “would
be free to make experiments without the
embarrassment of servants being present
to witness any failures”. The beginner is
advised to proceed methodically and to
persevere as she must first “accustom
herself to the working of the stove, and, with
the aid of a good cookery book, gradually
work through a whole menu, while trying
one item only at a time”.40

Title page and extracts from The "Mems"
Own Cookery Book. All rights reserved,
National Library Board, Singapore.

Closing One Eye
Cookbooks like The “Mems” Own Cookery
Book and The Y.W.C.A. International Cookery Book of Malaya (see text box above)
and other well-meaning domestic advice
espoused the ideal of a well-run home
that mems could aspire to. In reality, according to one “Sylvia” in a Straits Times
article dated 13 July 1906, servants held
the upper-hand for they “too often regard
their services as indispensable, and as for
knowledge there is little indeed that they
do not know with regard to the exact state
of the Tuan’s finance, the Mem’s losses, or
gains, at Bridge, and the hundred and one
small things which go to form the sum total
of a household’s existence in the Far East.”41
Persistent difficulties with servants
often threw doubts on the abilities of
European women to carry out their role.
While some attributed the problem to
lazy wives who neglected to coach and
supervise their domestic staff closely,
others were of the view that it was precisely mem’s petty habit of nitpicking
and meddling that was the source of all
troubles. 42 On the difference in managerial styles between the sexes, a male
observer commented:
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(Above) A European family taking a carriage ride,
circa 1890s. Their male servant is controlling the
reins of the horse. Courtesy of the National Museum
of Singapore, National Heritage Board.
(Left) A Chinese houseboy serves his European
master who is sitting under a punkah (a large
screenlike fan hung from the ceiling and operated by
a servant or by machinery). Photo by G. R. Lambert
& Co., 1890. Courtesy of the National Museum of
Singapore, National Heritage Board.
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management was not so much about
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said that servants often held the upperhand, summed up the master-servant
relationship thus:
“The servant question would, at
present, seem to be one of the most
wearisome little things in Singapore.
Go where you will, and when you
will, the subject is ever and always
being discussed. From a man’s point
of view it is a little question, out of
all proportion to the amount of time
and anxiety wasted upon it. And yet
is it so insignificant after all? Are not
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more or less dependent on their
servants for their comforts?”53
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and domestic servants may seem a trivial
matter next to the masculine enterprise of
building the British Empire. Yet one cannot completely divorce the two: by having
the mems supervise the servants and the
households, the husbands were free to
concentrate on their work. In this sense,
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a profound and far-reaching impact on
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Singapore and Malaya.
Despite the presence of servants,
the setting up and running of a home in
the colony was not a walk in the park for
European women. The smooth administration of the household called for tact, finesse
and most of all, the ability to appear cool
and in control even in the most infuriating
of situations.
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